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CM Onboard Data Log Retrieval to PC Hard Drive

1. To set up the onboard data log retrieval go to:  Setup>Scheduled Tasks…>Tasks .  To create a
new task, click the Add … button.

2. Give your new task a name: Upload Data Log.  Make the task type: CM 2000: Onboard Data
Log/Waveform Upload. Now click Continue… - the Upload Onboard Data Logs dialog box will
appear.

3. In the Device box, select a Series 2000 Circuit Monitor.  Fill in the Log files that you set up in the
earlier lab.  These will be automatically uploaded.

4. If you want to upload 4-cycle or Extended cycle Waveform logs, check those boxes as well.  Then
click OK.  For low speed onboard alarms (those numbered below 200), you may wish to have an
“event driven task” that automatically uploads your waveform captures when you get an alarm.  The
problem with automatic uploading with High Speed events (those that last for only a few cycles) is
that if you get more than one within 4-5 seconds, your upload will be interrupted, and you will lose
the waveform you are uploading.

5.  Now you need to schedule the task. In the Schedule Task window, click Add… to display the
Schedule Task Edit box. Enter the following information:
Date: Today
Time: four Minutes from now
Interval: at least Daily. You must verify the number of records and the interval of the logs to make
sure that no information will be lost e.g.
Number of records x Log Interval > 3 Upload Task interval (in this way if one upload fails because of
a network problem you have two opportunities more to catch up without losing information)

Log Event: Yes (checked)

6. Click OK, in the Reference Time box, click the desired Reference Time. Now drag the task from the
Task Available box to the Tasks Scheduled box.

7. Exit out of Task and save changes. You should now have a scheduled retrieval task!

Note: Each model of Series 2000 Circuit Monitor has a finite amount of onboard memory.

8. Wait until your task time to execute has come and then you can bring up History Table or Trend Plot
and view the data.


